Combined use of preoperative provocative angiography and highly selective methylene blue injection to localize an occult small-bowel bleeding site in a patient with Crohn's disease: report of a case.
Gastrointestinal bleeding in patients with Crohn's disease presents both a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge. The bleeding site may be difficult to localize preoperatively and multiple segments of gross disease can lead to uncertainty as to the precise source at the time of laparotomy. We describe a patient with Crohn's disease and recurrent gastrointestinal bleeding in whom the combined use of provocative angiography and highly selective methylene blue injection was used preoperatively to accurately identify the site of hemorrhage and direct bowel resection. Provocative angiography identified the bleeding point in the jejunum. Methylene blue, which had been injected distally into the bleeding vessel during angiography, stained the bowel wall at the bleeding site. Segmental bowel resection was subsequently performed and no further bleeding occurred during the 18-month follow-up period. The combined use of provocative angiography and highly selective methylene blue injection may aid in the preoperative and intraoperative localization of occult bleeding sites in patients with Crohn's disease. This allows the bleeding lesion to be removed with a limited resection, thus preserving bowel length.